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I. Introduction 

Recently a constructive approach to extended supersymmetry based 
on the new conoept of haraonlo superspace has been proposed ' 1 » z ' , 
It has led to the long-expeoted unconstrained off-shell manifestly 
supersyametrlc formulations of W»2 matter, Yang-Mills and supergra-
Tlty theories f X f as well as the Ж-Э XangJIllle theory 2 / . 

One at the main lnoentlr*8 to search for euoh formulations has 
been the desire to hare a manifestly supersymmetrlo quantisation 
scheme In terms of unconstrained superflelds ' . It has been suppo-» 
sed to allow a simple and convincing proof of the famous finlteness 
of И-4 supersymmetrlo Tang-Hills theory (SIM below) and other theorlee 
/J Q / 
" - " , Partial success In this direction has been the unconstrained 
formulation of H«2 STJI and matter In terms of ordinary superflelds 
proposed In • It did indeed result In one of the first proofs of 
the finlteness theorems. However, It Is hardly a scheme for practical 
quantum calculations (the propagators and vertloes are too complicated 
Involving a great number of splnor derivatives» the ghost structure 
is rather Intricate). 

The harmonic approach to extended supersymmetry provides a simple 
and efficient quantisation technique. The Feynman rules and their 
application turn out to be not more diffloult than those of K«l super-
symmetry (for a review of the N»l supergraph technique see and 
references therein). The present paper Is devoted to the quantisation 
rules for N»2 supersyametrlc matter and Yang-Hills theorlee . It 
consists of two parts,"Green functions" and "'eyaaan rules". 

The first part contains the basic elements of quantisation. In 
Sec. II we lntroduoe some haxaonio distributions similar to Б(А) 
and ггц In the ordinary analysis. Detailed knowledge of their proper
ties Is essential for constructing the Green functions. This seotlon 
Is self-contained and inoludes the necessary Information on harmonic 
functions and analysis. In Sec.Ill we lntroduoe 5-functions for 
the analytic superspaoe and eonstruot the Green functions for >»2 
matter hypermultlplets. Seotlon IT Is devoted to the H«2 8 Ж theory. 

Some very preliminary dlsousslon of the Green functions for 
these theorlee has been given In with several mistakes in for
mulae. It Is to be replaced by the present complete and corrected 
version. 
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The main Ideas of the formulation of this gauge theory In harmonio 
superspaoe are>reviewed. In particular, the question of expressing 
the bridge (=><-LT between the analytic and U -independent represen
tations of the gauge-group In terms of the prepotentlal V + + Is 
revised. The gauge fixing and the Introduction of Faddeev-Popor ghosts 
are explained. On this basis the Green funotlons for Tarloue gauges 
are oonstruoted. Finally, the BEST transformations are dlsoussed. It 
is remarkable that the quantisation of ««2 8ТЛ has much In oommon 
with the oase of >"0 (indeed, the potentials In both the oases have 
similar geometrlo meaning and transformation laws). Ho ghost-for-ghoets 
/ 3 , 4 / are needed. 

The accompanying part of the paper contains the Feynman rules 
and a number of examples of supergraph oaloulatlons. 

II. Harmonic distributions 
T_a harmonio H-2 euperspaoe introduced in f contains the 

. *e begin this seotlon with briefly recalling some baslo 
ooncepts of the harmonic analysis on S . Then we define and dlsouss 
the properties of some harmonic distributions, analogous to 5 0 х ) 
and ^— in the ordinary analysis. They are essential for the deriva
tion of Green functions which will be carried out in 3ec.HI. 

II.1. Preliminaries 
In f l f we hare extended the standard superspaoe { x w , ©t . 9 t l } 

by adding the sphere S^~ S0(2)/U(l). This was a crucial step since it 
allowed us to define the analytlo subspaoe of the full H»2 harmonic 
superspaoe. *s is shown in , all the И-2 supersymmetrlo theories 
are formulated in terms of unconstrained analytic superfields. 

The usual approaoh to the harmonic analysis on a coset manifold 
is to ohoose a particular parametrisatlon of the ooset and then consi
der a complete orthonormal set of harmonlo funotlons of those para
meters . For our purposes we prefer to avoid using any parametri
satlon of S . Instead, we describe the funotlons on -S as funotions 
on •S i ,~ SU(2) with the additional condition of conservation of the 
U(1) charge. This amounts to effectively gauging away one of the 
degrees of freedom on О and reducing о to о • The most impor
tant advantage of this approach is the simple integration rulee on 
О , as will be shown below. 

The sphere -S ~ SV(2) will be parametrised by the "sweibelns* 
or baslo harmonics It L t 
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Tha general funotlona on S 3 are expanded In tame of tha lrreduolble 
produota of Zi±L t 

ft.*)- g 5 c i ' t f , i l ' J , " 4 • • < « ; , •••*/.,> 
4 

where the parenthesis mean syametrltsatlon normalised with (>,»»v,"\t 
Tha ooefflolenta -^з^1' ' ' d m ) are lrreduolble 80(2) tensors with 
lsospln •irC*'***) • (*ot* that antlsrmmetrlo produota of "U+

)'U-" 
do not have to be oo&aldered beoauae of the SO(2) oondltlona (II.l) ) . 

(to £ 2 ona oan lntroduoe oorarlant derivatives with reapaot to 
UX ooaipatlbla with tha defining oondltlona (II.l)» 

D°- [D-.J>"J » « ^ - »-£-

they font tha algebra of another 84(2) whloh aota on lndloaa • of £/*<! 

and oommutee with tha Initial ona aotlng on lndloes i . IB. partloular, 
the operator"]) measures tha 0(1) obarga (*l) of tha harmonies \4~ . 
la oan пае thla property and oonilder a subolass of funotlona (II.2) 
having a definite U(I) oharge, I.e., being elgenfunotloma of ^ ° 

Here <J, Is the V(i) oharge of . 8uoh reatrloted 
functions have the following harmonic expansion (for 4 ^. Oj for 
q <! 0 the change of definition Is obvious) 
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The difference froa the general expansion (II.2) is la the conservation 
of the U(l) charge throughout (II.6). This means that one of the 
real degrees of freedom of "If*1- does in fact drops out from (11,6), In
deed, the 3U(2)-aatrix ( j4-i ) oan always be dlrlded into the produot 
of the SU(2)/4(I) and «(I)- parts and the latter oan he absorbed In 
the orerall 0(l)-phase faotor. is a resulti the funotiona (II.6) 
effeotirely depend on the two real coordinates of S".~SU(2)/0(l),lbus 
we see that the concept of 8(1) oharge and its oonserratlon allow us to 
desorlbe the sphere S z and the function on it without aotual Introdu
cing a parametrlsation of 8 , 

This approach simplifies considerably the integration rules os 
*3 • Instead of introducing an explicit parametrisatlon of S2-
and then integrating orer the manifold of parameters, we define the 
following (equivalent) integration rules 

(II.7) 

where re 

№)1*Ь'Р* U*c"l-MtL"u<>< гГ-Ч (II.e) 

So, the Integration on ,S has become an algebralo operation (simi
lar to the Qrassmann integration), in Important rule due to the 
conservation of the U(l) charge on , S 2 is that the integral of a 
charged quantity is always zero 

^Аи-г л Ч*)* о , %*o. ( I I* 9 ) 

Tbe rule for integration by parts is based on the property 

\XuIT" Fc"^ (г*) = \Jlu D"F b^Cu) = О 

following from (II.*) and (II.6). 
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The set of symmetrised products of 1С- (II.8) is in fact the 
orthonoxoal set of harnonlcs on ,S*t (-j)nm!n! c-fr'i r**+H .<«st 

This property allows to find the coefficients of the harmonic expan
sion (II.6) of a funotion pC^)(Z{.\Cjust as one does in the ordina
ry Fourier analysis) 

(-4 •i-h.n.Ji"--)! 
(en-*},)1, *'• J 

The last remark conoerns the possibility to define real func
tions on the sphere ,2 . Under the usual ooaplex conjugation 
Ell) - p ("tO , so charged functions cannot be real In the usual 
sense. However, there exists another conjugation, a combination 
of the ordinary oomplex conjugation and the antipodal map on the 
sphere: 

( a t L ) * = - W £ , O t ) * - u±c- , c * ) " - - * (ii.iD 

whloh is compatible with (II.l). Now one oan Impose the reality 
condition 

( F c w ( i o ) ~ = F C , ) ^ ) 
for eren oharges *J, . In particular, the analytic superflelds (see 
3ec.HI) can be real too. 

II.?. Harnonlo S -functions 
Now we proceed to the main topic of this seotlon. First we 

introduce harmonio S -functions on 3 * Since the conserratlon 
of the U(l) charge Is In the basis of our description of Д , we 
hare to oonsider separate 5 -functions for each ralue of the 
U(l)-charge of the smearing functions! 

\luz Sft'-V*0 Р"К) - ̂ <M ^ di.ia) 
Note the balanoe of the two 0(1) oharges in this equation. Using 
(II.Ю) we oan find the harmonio expansion of the S -funotions 
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№)ь.% 6»*0и) (-О lw*> 

О* «Л)' (И.1Э) 

Of oourse, this is a formal expansion slnoe the aeries dlrergea at 
lCl_ - ZC2 (modulo U(l) transformation). It Is a generalisation of 
the Fourier expansion of the ordinary S -function 

that Is divergent at Дг,= DC^ 
The S» -functions oan be differentiated In a natural war' 

- - <yb 2 s " " l ) t«« . ^ D ^ - F ^ - ^ c^) - - P ; T « - 2 J ( 4 

75+^Л,-О Сы,,г<*) - - ~РГ т 6 С1'~*'"*" ̂  С*4' *Ч) • ( 1 1 Л 4 ' ) 

л number of other Interesting properties of the S> functions 
oan be derired and we leare that to the reader. These are 

(a) S-b-tyw)^****^,^. 
(ь) f f 'W ( * ' "*W^b^f*J O ^ ' ^ W J ; 
( е ) ( ^ ^ ^ - ^ ъ ^ ^ - ^ ^ к > ^ = < ? ; (II.145 
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Here 

•ote also the useful relation 

One oan oonoluda that the harmonic $* -functions hare muoh 
in ooaaon with the ordinary Sf -functions, the only peculiarity 
being the Tj(l) oharge and Its oonserratlon. In faott the ohargeleas 
harmonic S -function S {"'^C^1 ,2<2.~)(whloh Is the basic one, see 
(I1.14d) ) oan be written down as an ordlaaqr S -function with a 
speolal argument I 

II.3. feraonio distributions 

She seoond Important class of distributions that we shall use 
oonalsts of the ones glrev. by their hamonlo expansions 

The following properties Justify the notation .-jr*», #]К (whloh «ay 
otherwise seem peoullar since the r.h.s. of (11.16) Is a funotion 
of 1i~ » n o t о п 1 У 1 t + )* 

20 
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{u^kik^~-i^<rk' к<У1'>^Б-1) 

These properties oan be oheoked directly by using the expansion 
Cll.16) and the reduction identities 

The distributions (11.16) axe, In a way» analogues of the 
distributions —-̂  In the ordinary analysis. However, there are 
also differences: Г Г Й is differentiated straightforwardly, 

whereas only the harmonics derivative X) " of (11.16) produoes a 
simple result: 

74" J h ^UJ . (11.17) 

The other derivative 1 У «Ives (somewhat unexpectedly, slnoe 

Both formulas (H.17-18) oan be proved using the haraonlo expansions 
(11.16) and (11.13). 

It Is well known that the distribution» ЭС.""' and X.' **cannot 
be multiplied because they hare coinciding singularities. The same 
le true for Си£и£ул which are singular at ^t~ ^ i (modulo 
V(l) phase). Q& the other hand» la perturbatlve QFT one is regularly 
foroed to consider such meaningless expressions which oause the 
well-Jcnown problem of ultraviolet divergencies. The reader might sus
pect that a similar problem would ooeur in the perturbation theory 
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in haraonlo superspaoe, when propagators containing the abore bar-
•onlo distributions wltb oolnoldlng singularities are to be multi
plied. In the second part of this work we shall show that this Is not 
the case. 

At the end of this section we offer the reader a few more 
exeroises. First, using (II.3), (11.17), (II.IB), (II.14a,d) show 
that < J 
In aooordance with (11.19). Second^ show that 

(sk%f)~ * ̂ tr' CI1,l9) 

I H . Aaalytlc £ -functions. Green functions for 
hyperaultlplets 

As is explained In , the fundamental conoept in our 
approach is the so-called analytic subspace 4 ;5 ™ &*_} of the 
full harnoalo super space \ZJ^ , ̂ ^ 3 " * e 0 0°г а 1 п»* в !' °f the 
fomer are related to those of the latter as follows 

3 l©;- ®< Л-~Ь'и^ • 
(хил) 

Bote that the analytic subspaoa is closed under the conjugation 
< I Z , l l J ' 

The analytic superflelds ф (^, It) defined in this sub-
apace satisfy the analyticity conditions 
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whloh just mean that they depend onl/ on (§,,£,*but not ai&Q*(£l(ijJ£&i£ 
(if written down In the analytic basis (III.l) ) . Due to commutation 
relations 

haraonlo deriratlre 2 ) ^Lpreaerres analytloltyi la an 
analytic superfield If ф does. This la not true for J) alaoe 

№", ад = D; W • <*»••> 
finally, ~b° measures the tffr) oharge of the antlytio superflolds 
(of. (H.5) 

In the analytic subapaoe one oan define Integration with a 
charged analytic measure AZ^-^aM ' " o t e t h e important 
relation 

_ *-iv^ c m - 5 ) 

16 
whloh allows us to restore the full auperapaoe measure in analytic 
Integrals. It Is analogous to the » 1 relation between the full and 
ohlral measures, e.g. 

t note that analyt 
oan Ъе made real, 

finally, note that analytic superfields with «теп 0(1) 
charges <? oan Ъе made real, i.e. f 
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III.l. Jnalytlo § -Amotions 

The S -funotlona for the analTtio aubapac* are aaflned by the 
equation 

Сш.6) 

•ote the exaot balanoe of the U(l) ehtrgea with reapaot to both argu
ment! 1 aad 2. law we prooeed to eonatruotloe of auoh £* -luco;>ona 
starting froa the <э -funotion for the full haraonlo auperepaoe. Tt 
la defined aa follow* 

where 

S 1 2(Z*-H Z) S SAOb-X») 5SC&4. - ©a)-
Let ua now oonaldar an aaaljrtlo auperfleld ae a function a? the coor
dinates ( IL^,W ) of the full supefepaoe, i.e.. 

(see (III.l) ). Than one oan write down 

y 4 
Using (III.5) and treating \ ' aa Independent rarlablea 
finds 



Comparing this equation with the definition (III.6) one obtains 

- ft*)*&"C?i-2a)8«-V-«(i'.,4.)- ton 

The seoond form Is derived with the help of fine property 

and the Identity (Il.Hb). Hote that In the expressions (III.7) the 
analyticity of § д Is Manifest. 

In fact, the analytic S -funotlons are analogues of the ohlral 
ones In H»l supersyametry Just as analytlolty Is analogous to ohlrall-
ty. *or the left-handed ohlral superspaoe one hat 

Let us emphasise, howerer» that V , faotorlees Into S(pt) and oft) 

whereas §>д ̂ I I J'7) does not (the reason la that one oannot -jrrite 
down S (бр-6а) because 6} and &J" transfoa under diffe
rent B&j groups). 

III.2. Green funotions for hypemultlplets 
At last we are prepared to start constructing Oreen functions 

for rarlous H»2 theories. The first oase Is the hyperaultiplet Matter 
In its fayet-Sohnlus form. As explained In * , the fS-hypermultlplet 
is described by an analytic superfield \C5, 10 which satisfies 
the following equation of motion 
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J с*) Is an analytic source of V(l) charge +3. The corresponding Oreen funotlon 

obeys the equation 

and glree the solution at (III.8) 

It is not dlffioult to see that the following Manifestly analy-
tio expression 

QW<J\2)* -±- СЮ>У^\ 2 1- г 2 )^5 С—о) 
is the solution of equation (III.9). Indeed» with the help of (II.18) 
one finds 

Vow» using the algebra of the oorarlant derlratlea one oan рготе 

• any anuyrxo supernaia -у . JJL \.m.i.x; suon а 

rlres at (III.9). ' J n Г> 

а тегу useful identity( 

- k o>+y o n 2 $ a ,*> д *(*,*) (III'12) 

for any analytlo suparfield Ф • In (III.ll) suoh a superfleld 

arrlres 
from (III.Ю) one clearly sees that the Oreen function is anti-

syaaietrlo» 

and real with respect to the conjugation ( — ). 
The seoond type of hypernultiplet» that of Howe» Stelle and 

Towmsend, Is described by a ohargeless real analytlo superfleld 
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00 (X и) СО - 00 fXf • J t« equation of Motion ie 

&"?&$,*)=. J^W). Cin.u) 
The Oreen function 

eatiafies the equation 

and proridee the solution for (111.13)» 

W&U*> W#^«« G^№ JC%)-

The suitable expression for [$• J is 

Indeeda 

Here we used (II.4), (II.IB), (II.14c,d). Qnoe again (111.12) yields 
the result. ( 0 0, 

It is olear that Qr ' (III.l*) is real and sjmmetrio, 

The Oreen funotlons for the hyperaultiplets derived ahore are 
the basis for the perturbation theory for H«2 quantum matter. How we 
prooeed to the quantitation of H«2 gauge theories. 
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IT. Quantisation of » 2 supersymmetrlo Xang-Hllls theory 

IT. I, Formulation of 1-2 SOf in harnonlo enperapaoe 

We begin with a rerlew of the formulation of H»2 SJH in haxaonio 
superspace flxet presented in . 

The й>2 SXH unoonatralned prepotentlal le a Heraitean analytlo 
Lie algebra Telue4 auperfleld with U(1)-charge 2 

V^CS ,а)г И^То., (y + + a ) £ = V ++OL 

Here | л are generators of the adjoint representation of the Ш 
group: 

LT^TV^WTd ,Чл.Ствт')- ***. ( I V , 1 ) 

This prepotentlal plays the role of the oonneetlon for the oorarlant 
hamonlc derlratlTe, 

In close analogy with the s"«0 case. Correspondingly, V transforms 
as follows 

С "X (\/++ _ : T V + \ o _ i ^ CIT.3) \Л+'= e a ( V + + - : ^ + + ) e 

.&. where Л " лСЗ) ̂  ) •*• t h e Hermltean ( У * Л ) analytic gauge 
group parameters. The subsorlpt. ̂  In (IT,2) aeans that д̂ ""*"*" 
Is oonsldered In the analytlo or "^-representation of the gauge group. 
In this representation 

<*№ )) ' К W (IT.4) 

which means that analytiolty is a oorarlant notion. 
M the same time one oan oonalder another, f representation of 

the gauge group where the paraneters T?(j£) axe Bermltean IL -
Independent superfunotlons. One may Introduce a bridge between the two 
representations, i.e., the quantity ̂ t * ' with the following transfor
mation lam 
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Here 1Г(]£ {U) i s a Beraltean (p- - T>) Lie algebra valued, but 
non-aaelrtlo superfield. In the f representation the oorariant 
hazaonlo derivative beooate simple 

(<2Г% - <=r: ^GP^e'" *- D + + ( I T* 6 ) 

(so the statement of u-lndepeatenoe beooaes oovarlant) but the eplnor 
ones «C^j&j acquire oonnootlons 

вО»\.-*Г'гК(*р!9'-
So» one oan say that the Я representation Is most natural for 
deserlblng enslytlo superfields» and the f one - for ordinary, 
u-lndependent superflelds. 

She bridge ^ с Is not an Independent quantity. It oan be 
found by solTlng the equation 

which Is obtained by ooaparlng'(IT.2) and (IT.6). Here the analytlo 
superfleld \/"^+ l e Siren and the non-analytlo S L le an un
known. This equation oan be solved lteratlvely *' . sanely, the 
bridge £iv* oan be written down as a Taylor series in \ / + + 

Here all the T«s depend on the ssae Z (rla tf- J (?,&)» »ee 
(III.1) ) but or different W S . Che reason Is that the operator 
3 ) + + in (IT.7) does not involve ~d/&2. (in the oentral basis). 

The solution presented here Is different froa the one In . 
The latter Is not oorreot» whloh has also been noted In . 
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Row we hare to determine the functional deriTatlres of ̂ *" 
so that (IT.a) «111 he the general solution of (IT.7). It will turn 
out that the first-order derlvatlre Is the haslo one, the others are 
simply obtained from it. 80, let 4s oonslder the first-order raria-
tion of Q^W . From (IT.7) we get 

or 

Here 

- i \ ? " 0 \ / f + ^ . ^ (IT. 10) CSV^e'^SV+e' 
is the f -representation form of the Д tensor 8V**( {/'** 
Itself is a gauge superfield, but its rariatlon 5 V f transforms 
as a ~\- tensor, see (1Т.э) ). Inflation (IT.9) oan easily be solred 
with the help of (II.18) and (I1.14d)t 

•^se^-i.^^-CevJt*,^)- (IT.11) 

Note that the r.h.s. of (iT.ll) is anti-Hemitean just as the 
l.h.s. is (see (II.11) and (11.19)). The careful reader night ask why 
some arbitrary u-independent superfield is not added to the r.h.s. 
of (IT.ll),-as eq. (IT.9) allows to do. The reason is that euoh a 
superfield would result in a T gauge transformation of the 
bridge e i t f 

From (IT.ll) we oan ob\*in the first-order deriTatire of QL^~ 
(see (IT.10) )s 

In (IV.e) we need the ralue of this deriratiye for ) / * * - 0 
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turning опое again to (XT.7) we aee that for V ~ О 
D + + e t i r = О . l . o . , e C i r G e ' U % g ' 4 " C ; G ! ) where Г С е ) 
is a Beraltean u-lndependent euperfunetion. then we find 

8 e i u " C z ^ ) 

SVaV(?iVi) J V " s e 

1 ; ч ^ ^ Т Ч̂Гбг). 
и*и%.Хл^ J (IT. 12} 

Obrlousljr, the arbitrary faotor G ' i n (IV. 12) oorresponds 
to the 'T'-gauge freedom In ̂  i-l>" ( ,,, (IT. 5) ) . 

the seoond-order reflation of ^ L oan he found from the 
first-order one (IT.ll), and (lV.lO)t 

(IT.13) 

Опое again, computing the second-order derlratire at у —0 we 
obtain the gauge freedom ^ - i T ? ( Z } me In (IV. 12). >ote that the 
distributions In (IT.13) oan be multiplied sinoe their singularities 
do not coincide. -

the prooess of finding subsequent reflations of © L and thus 
reoonstruotlng the oomplete solution (iV.e) Is straightforward. In 
the second part of this work we shall use a similar procedure to expand 
the M«2 SIM aotlon and find the rertioes. 

this >»2 SIM aotlon is glren as an integral orer the chlral 
subspaoe of Я»2 superspace 

Here 

W -- - t e i v [Corf (e^D-e- 1 *)] e ^ 
i s the u-lndependent ohlral ( ] \ \Ы - О ) field-strength tensor 
(see ) . taring expressed pLlT ift terms of V**, the aotlon beco
mes a functional of the unconstrained prepotentlals. In what follows 
we shall use the variation of 3 with respect to T*̂  . It can.be 
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written down as an analytlo superspaoe integral 

$*>---ifamubLliv^coy&Vjr^")] (IT-] .u) 

or, with the help of (III.5), as a full superspaoe Integral 
(IT.15) 

IV.2. Gauge fixing and ghosts 

Let us consider the linearised H»2 ЗУЯ action. It oan he derived 
fron (IV. 14.) by talcing the seoond-order таг la t Ion and then replaoing 
SY" * V": 

**• ~&i*Z ' "Bifzi?^^ i e o. e < ClV.ll), (11.17), (11.15) hare 
seen used. 

Being Invariant with respect to the linearised gauge transforma
tions (IV.3), the operator in (IV.16) Is degenerate. Indeed, 

slnoe V м" is analytic! ( see (11.18) and (III.*) ). So, one has to 
fix the gauge and introduoe Faddeev-Popov ghosts. 

As a convenient gauge fixing one ват take, e.g., 
-|N-t-tw+t_ A (IV.18) 

which is a generalisation of the Lorentz gauge 0 A^(?C) —O 
of the oase *»0 (indeed, D** V** oontains 5 ""/4*, as a component 
field), To see that (IV.18) fixes the gauge completely, one makes 
a linearised gauge transformation £ V * + = - D + + A ClT.3) and 
obtains from (IV.18) 
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СО++П-- D~V +•/• 

According to eqe. (ill.13,14) this equation has a unique solution 
for Д (provided appropriate boundary conditions are imposed). 

In order to make a gauge fixing In the funotional Integral 

we shall follow the standard Faddeev-Popov and 4 Hooft procedure. 
Consider the Faddeev-Popov determinant 

where AV-V is a Hermltean analytic superfunction. Next, introduce 
Д'рр Д г п Into (17.19), make a gauge transformation and a 
change of the Integration variables, and then drop the Д Integral. 
The result Is ~ i 

z-N^r-csU^""-^ • en,-, 
The next step is to average over J with an appropriate weight 
factor, so that Feynman-like and other familiar gauges oan be obtai
ned. This faotor turns out to be 

Here everything depends on the same ОС and 0 but on different 
U_ 'a which is indicated by the subscripts 1,2. It is essential 
that the operator in (IT.2l) Is not degenerate (otherwise the integ
ral over i(.4)ls not well defined). The reader may verify this by 
oheoking the identity 

(use (111.15) and ( Ш . 1 2 ) ) . , . 
The integration over £C4) means replaoing -у- 'in (IT. 21) by 

D**t** beoause of the S -function In (IT.20). The evaluation 
Is similar to that in (111.15). The resulting gauge fixing term in 
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the act ion Is 

= £t« ф£° Wu, V"C*) (Pty^V'X*) 
22) 

Here ( I I I . 1 2 ) has been used. 
The Faddeer-FopoT determinant la eonputed In oomplete analogy 

with the M»0 ease: 

(of . the H-0 expression " t t )<V.X i С tf 0 ! W b #<«jC ) , ^ t w o 

ghost superflelds F,P are a ia l lar to the CO- hypermultlplet ( I I I .13 ) 
except for their s t a t l s t l o e . It I s reautrkable that the Iclnetio ope
rator In (IV.23) I s not degenerate thus arolding the ghost-for-ghost 

^. _ /3,4/ problem • 
Finally, putting together (IV.16), (IV.22) and (1Т.2Э) one 

obtains 

«here the dots denote self-iateraotlon tens for 
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IT.3. Dreen funotlons 
After the gauge has been fixed and the degeneration lifted one 

can derive the Gree'u function for the gauge superfleld v'' 

the corresponding equation oan be read off from (XT.24)1 

It oan Ъе rewritten as follows (see (III.7) ) 
г\щ-ПСг'Ы 

(IT. 25) 

Bare 

П ^ > ( м г у - у н ц у 5 " м «"-» 
is the projection operator for superlsoapln 0 for the analytic 
auperflelda Cf» C^gt^the analytio super fields ф Ф o o n t a l n super-
isoeplnel- |ц- t| ^1,2,..-, , see '" ). Indeed, the supple
mentary oonditlon for this superlsoapln Is [)**<%>&) *0'" , and it 
Is easy to oheok that (see (IT. 17) ) 

Further, f| ' пае the promotion property 

To see this, one may use CBli* fro», e.g., \}i2,:%\S)to restore the 
full aeasure AiZZ^ ( see (III.5) ) and then Integrate over Z^ 
with the help of Q*-Z(%, — Z 3 V t b a a t h e l«h.e. °* (IT.27) beooaes 
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To evaluate the harconlo Integral, one «ay uae the Identity 

C C £ ) 4 5CZ*)= TT£*W№ ft"» (И.4) ) and integrate by 
parts taking into aooount ( I l . i e ) i 

l .h .a . 
A 01 Г *l iuiuty + 

Now one oan take О off the harmonic § -functions and use the . 
latter to do the U2 -integral, thus identifying ( D ~ ) 4 «1th (D 5 ) 
or (D- /* . The only nonvanishing contribution Is obtained «hen 
ъу fron the harmonlo §-functions hlts"!)^" QD^^f & 4 ^ a" 4 

(111.12) nay be used. The result is Just the r.h.s. of (IV.27). 
Coning baok to the Green funotlon equation (IT.25) «e note 

that it is analogous to the one for the case И«0: 

where I J I M H " " > * * V \ — ^ И Л « ' Ц / ' 0 is the spin 1 projector for a 
rector field /1 и (pc) . The situation in N«1 SIU is siallar. Now, 
using the projection property of |"]t£>2)we oan solve (IT.25)» 

In (IT. 28) one oan recognise the familiar ct. -gauges. For instance, 
at o( -0 one obtains the landau-Lorents gauge, at o(- -i - the 
Ferai-Feyman gauge. The latter is usually preferred In the literatu
re due to a better Infrared behaviour of the propagator. Moreover, it 
is best suited for the background field Method. 

The Green functions for the Faddeev-Popov ghost auperflelda in 
(IT. 24) are the saae as for the 6d -aypemultiplet (III.14). 

Finally, we aentlon that the well-Jcnown Beodhl-Souet-Stora-Tyutln 
transformations are easily generalised to the case M»2» 
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(IV.29) 

SV + r - if ($++ri Vм") P 

Bare ^ i s a nllpotent constant pa.oeeter. These transformations 
laare Invariant £>9$ •+ 3 p p ' 

Concluding the f i r s t part of our work wa aay say that the 
Introduction of barMonie distr ibutions in Sec.II has allowed us 
to find the Green zunotions for H»2 «attar ( S e c . I l l ) and H-2 STM 
( s e c I V ) . The complete se t of Feynaan rules and exaaplee of soper-
graph calculations are given In the second part of our paper. 
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Галвверий.А. ж др. Е2-85-127 
Гармонические суперграфасм. Дующим Грея* 

Разрабатывается процедура квантования ж гармоническом, 
пространстве. Вводятся гармонически* оооеямянме функции. Дни 
нужны для востроения д-фувжцмй в аналитическом подпространстве 
я функций Гряка суперполей N - 2 гипермультнплата и мульти-
плата Янга-Миллса. Описана процедура закрепления калибровки 
и определены-соответствуищне духовы* суверполя Фаддеева-Поаоаа 
Найдены НРСТ преобразования. Квантование N - 2 калибровочной 
теории в гармоническом суперпространстве оказывается довольно 
простым и имеет много общего с таковым для обычной (N » О) 
теорией Янга-Миллса. В частности, не возникает нужда в так на
зываемых духах для духов.. 

Работа выполнена а Лаборатории теоретической «кзнкн ОИЯИ. 

Праввянт Сбмднияного яистятута адавиш ассааамаввй. Дубва IfftS 

Galperin Д.,et al. E2-85-I27 
Harmonic Supergraphs. -Green functions 

Тле quantization procedure in the harmonic superspace 
approach ie worked out. Harmonic distributions are introduced 
and are used to construct the analytic auperapace *-functions 
and the Green function»- for the hypermultiplet and the M - 2 
Yang-Mills superfieIds. The gauge fixing ia described and 
the releva^FaddeeV-fopoit ghosts, are defined. The corres
pondingBRST transformations mse~ found. The harmonic super-
space quantization of the N * 2 gauge theory turns out to he 
rather simple and has many parallels Vith that for the stan
dard (N - 0) Yang-Mills theory. la particular, no ghoste-for-
ghoeta are.;A*eded. * 

The: investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
"of Theoreiitiai:''Phy**c#«tJi"t. •.. ,-> .'"." 

.. Fraf*iqt ef tae ̂ ia^ ̂  JMea. MtS 
" J'-' ^::: •,'•>•,<-•, '!>V['t :""'-''VJ\^ljJj ""--V''•."•'--'I ' '" •• '",' ,-•'"-•' •'-' 
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